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Introd uction

the introd uction of predictive analytics has added another perspe ‐
ctive – determ ining causal activity, or relating what the customer
does to previous behavior. Causal analysis has to be handled with
care if it's to be helpful, but not intrusive.
Here are a few tips for improving the online shopping experi ence.
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1. Check how a page appears on mobile...

Every marketer knows we are in a mobile -first world. But webpages
consist of different elements, so it's possible for one or more to not
render well in mobile. It's good to verify a page's appearance – are
buttons large enough to be clicked, or have the font and images
shrunk to ridiculous levels? Google provides a free checker as a
starting point.

2. ….And check page speed

Just like checking oil on a car, checking page load speed is essential.
Many of the issues that tie into mobile access ibility lie with poor page
load perfor mance. Use a browser developer tool to view a cascade
report of how website elements load into the browser. Doing so
permits you to know where to focus on improving page elements.

3. Remove links send customers away from checkout

Keeping a check out page simple in presen tation is essential. The
customer has shown intention to buy, so any entice ments to leave
that page should be kept to a minimum: That include links to other
pages.

4. Use alerts to know where the issues are

Alerts in an analytics solution guide your team to where increases
and decreases in website or app activity is occurring, saving analysis
time. The key is to set alerts that relate to sales activity.

 

5. Set automated cart abando nment emails

eMarketer highli ghted that email abandoned cart notifi cations have a
40.5% open rate, twice the rate of other typical emails. To set, look
for webhooks in your email service. Webhooks are a short line of
code that developers use to configure the callbacks, so that events
on a website cause an email to be sent with media based on those
events

6. Help customers to shop simple

Marketers should also streamline product images when possible in
cart abando nment emails to show consumers what they have left
behind, as well as providing no more than three sugges tions for
other products.

The goal in this instance is to reduce content bloat on a page.
Describing too much can increase time on a page and can confuse
buyers out of making the purchase.

7. Use chatbots to answer common questions

Sometimes a landing page is too static to really give customers a
feeling that they are receiving help with their questions. Rather than
drive potential users to landing pages, retailers are creating and
driving users to chatbots for better engage ment. Chatbots can be
deployed on a cart page or on a platform customers use regularly,
like Facebook Messenger

8. Ensure tracking cross- device & user ID Ids

Many analytics solutions have a cross device ID and user ID
schematic to tell when the same visitor comes to a website or app
through different devices. You can then filter analytics reports such
as visitor flow navigation with metrics that cover multi- channel
visitors. or visitors who engage your brand with different devices.
Setting these identi fiers reveals if the shopping cart issues happen
when users are seeing something while one the go (mobile), then
completing a decision process to purchase when at home (laptop).

9. A/B test variations on content

Choose to test a set of changes rather than “micro tes ting” one
change at a time. For example, test the location of a different button
location or checkout descri ption against the current setup, and
determine if there is a signif icant change in the conversion rate.
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